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ABSTRACT
Correct navigational behavior of a web application is essential to its reliability. An 
effective means to improve our confidence in the correct behavior of a web 
application is to test it by exploring the possible navigation among the web pages at 
client side: The tester carries out the testing by consecutively clicking the hyperlinks 
along with some possible search parameters and checking whether the returned web 
pages are as expected. Traditional conformance testing techniques based on finite 
state machines can be adopted in this setting to automatically generate suitable test 
sequences to traverse among client pages. In this thesis, we present an improvement 
on T-method for test sequence generation to reduce considerably its length by making 
use o f the characteristics provided by the web browsers. Our method is sound and 
experiments show a 29%-68% saving on the test sequence lengths compared to the 
direct application of T-method.
Keyword: web applications, conformance testing, test sequence, finite state machines
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1. INTRODUCTION AND PROBLEM 
DESCRIPTION
With the advent o f networking and web technology, more and more information is 
being posted into and retrieved from the World Wide Web. Web-based software 
systems are becoming the primary device for information sharing and retrieval. Some 
of them now play so important roles that we can hardly tolerate any unexpected 
behavior from them. A tiny mistake in an online banking system may put thousands of 
people around the world in trouble. Even lasted for less than one hour, an unexpected 
error in an online store system may lead a business company to millions of dollars of 
revenue loss. The reliability of these critical web systems is directly hooked up to the 
quality of our daily life, and to assure their high reliability has become one of our 
major concerns.
Although existing rigorous software engineering methods and techniques can be 
adopted into the development procedure of the web systems to improve the quality of 
our final product, due to the special features and additional complexity brought by the 
emerging web technology, extra effort is much required when we adapt existing 
software engineering methods and techniques to this important application domain to 
achieve better effectiveness and higher efficiency. We have great interest in enhanced 
techniques for reliability control of web applications. As software testing has been 
well recognized as an essential part of software development techniques to gain our 
confidence in the reliability o f the software product, we discuss the issues in 
conducting software testing on web application.
A key measurement of the reliability of web applications is their correct navigational 
behavior. That is, starting from any accessible client page (i.e. a web page displayed 
to the clients via web browsers), by clicking on any available hyperlink together with 
any possible input data as search parameters, the users should always access the 
correct information including both the text and the available hyperlinks on the 
displayed client page. To assure the correct navigational behavior o f a web application 
is a non-trivial task due to the emergence o f more and more complex web applications. 
Although a simple personal homepage may only consist of a small set of static web 
pages, a complicated commercial web application like an online-store system has to
1
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handle various kinds o f transaction requests from millions of clients worldwide. One 
of the possibilities o f checking the correct navigational behavior is to conduct 
conformance testing: to test the web application, viewed as Implementation Under 
Test (IUT), from the client side by browsing the client pages. O f course, here we need 
to assume the correct functionality of the web browser we use during the test 
procedure, just like we assume that the operating system is functioning well.
We also assume that the expected navigational behavior of the IUT is available in 
terms of a deterministic Finite State Machine (FSM) [11]. An FSM is a 3-tuple 
M  = { I ,0 ,S ,8 ,X ) , where I , O and S  are finite and nonempty sets of input 
symbols, output symbols and states respectively. Here we use each state to represent a 
client page and each transition to represent a possible transformation from one client 
page to another. The action o f triggering a hyperlink, possibly together with some 
search parameters, is expressed as the input of the transition, while the 
characterization o f the client page generated by the server page associated to the 
triggered hyperlink forms the output o f the transition. This setting leads us to 
FSM-based conformance testing techniques that have been quite successful in both 
hardware and software testing (see e.g. [1, 8, 20, 28]).
We use part o f the website of University of Windsor as a simple example to show how 
to model a web application in terms of FSM. This website is officially provided by the 
University of Windsor. People can enter the home pages of all departments from the 
homepage of the University website to find out more detailed information about each 
department. Figure 1.1(a) shows the homepage Pl of the website that provide 
hyperlinks to all home pages of the main parts o f the website where Lx is the 
hyperlink to the web page for the list of the faculties and academic departments. 
Figure 1.1(b) shows web page P2 that lists the hyperlinks to faculties and academic 
departments where hyperlinks L2 , L3 and L4 refer to the homepages of 
communication study department, civil & environmental engineering department and 
University of Windsor separately. Figure 1.1(c) shows web page P3 which is the 
home page of the communication study department. Here hyperlinks L5 and L6 refer 
to the home page of the University of Windsor and the web page that lists the
2
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hyperlinks to the faculties and academic departments respectively. Figure 1.1(d) 
shows web page P4 which is the home page of the civil and environmental 
engineering department where hyperlinks L, and Z8 link to the home page of the 
University o f Windsor and the web page that lists the hyperlinks to the faculties and 
academic departments respectively.
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Figure 1. 1 THE WEBSITE OF THE UNIVERSITY OF WINDSOR
Figure 1.2 shows the FSM of the above selected part of the website. Web page p t , 
p 2, p 3 and p 4 are represented by states sx, s2, s3 and s4 respectively. The 
transitions t] , t2, t3, t4, t5, t6, t7 and ts represent eight different navigations in 
the web site triggered by clicking on hyperlinks Lx, L2, Z,3, L4, L5, L6, Lj and 
Ls in the states sx, s2, s3 and s4 respectively.
There are two major tasks in FSM-based conformance testing: one is to generate an 
input/output sequence, called test sequence, that is both effective in terms of fault 
detestability and efficient in terms of its length; the other is to apply automatically the 
generated input sequence to the implementation and compare the output sequence
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
with the expected one. Here we focus on the former problem o f generating an efficient 
test sequence which represents a traverse among client side web pages.
There are several methods proposed in the literature for test sequence generation, 
typically known as T-method [21], U-method [1, 20 27], W-method [8] and D-method 
[13, 15, 28]. For testing web navigation, however they all converge to the simplest 
one: the T-method, with the test criterion to require that each transition in the given 
FSM be traversed at least once in the generated path of the test sequence. Given an 
FSM, we use the algorithm of Chinese Postman Problem (CPP) [10] to generate a test 
sequence to test each transition at least once. In the above example, a generated test 
sequence is z, / o ,, i3 / o3, z7 / o1, ix lo l , i3 / o3, z4 / o4, i5 / o5, z8 / o8, z, / ox, i5 / o}, i6 / o6, i2 / o2 
and its length is 12.
In regard of efficient test sequences in terms of their lengths, we show in this paper 
that by making use of the functionality o f the web browsers, we can generate test 
sequences more efficient than those generated from T-method. We present an 
algorithm to considerably reduce the test sequence length based on some assumptions 
by using the backward button provided by the web browsers as an auxiliary means to 
transfer among client pages.
In the above example, suppose that we take into consideration the behavior of the 
backward button provided by the browser. A test sequence could be 
/, / ox, i3 / o3, z7 / o7, z15 /o 15, z4 /o4, z’j / o5, z'g / o%, z'16 / o16, z'6/o6, i2 !o2 whose length islO.
5
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FIGURE 1. 2 THE FSM OF PART OF THE WEBSITE OF UNIVERSITY OF
WINDSOR
O f course, the above example is illustrative and so the reduction on the test sequence 
length is not significant. In reality, if we can make use of the behavior of backward 
button to generate a test sequence, the test sequence could be reduced significantly.
The soundness of our algorithm is provided. The saving on the test sequence length 
compared to the one generated by T-method based on the algorithm of CPP however 
depends on the FSM structure and thus it is hard to be theoretically calculated. In this 
regard, we have carried out various kinds of experiments and we present our result 
together with our analysis on the quantity of the reduction o f test sequence lengths 
according to various factors.
The rest of the thesis is organized as follows. We first introduce some notational 
background related to web applications in Chapter 2. Then we show how to model 
web applications in terms of FSM in Chapter 3. We discuss the major issues in the 
implementation o f the existing algorithms related to our work in Chapter 4. In Chapter 
5, we show that the backward button provided by the web browsers can be used to 
reduce the test sequence length and how to use this property to reach a solution for 
generating more efficient test sequences is presented. This is followed by our 
experimental results in Chapter 6 which demonstrates the significant reduction of test 
sequence length generated by our proposed method. Related work is then discussed in 
Chapter 7 and we give some concluding remarks at the end.
6
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2. BACKGROUND
In this section, we introduce some related concepts on web applications, such as the 
architecture of web applications, URLs, web frames, web servers and dynamic 
hyperlinks. This is followed by a brief introduction to FSM and conformance testing.
2.1 WEB APPLICATION
2.1.1 URL
URL stands for Universal Resource Locator. It is used to locate any resources in the 
Internet. URL typically consists of a URL scheme, an authority, and a path. An URL 
scheme indicates a category o f resources, such as http, https, and ftp. The authority 
typically consists o f the name or IP address of a server and the port number. A path is 
to show the relative path o f the resource inside the host server in the Internet. The 
format of an HTTP URL is often parameterized as: http://<host>: <port>/<path>? 
<request parameters>. Here “http://” indicates the resource type is http, and the 
communication protocol used to send this request is HTTP. <host> is the web server’s 
IP address. It identifies a unique web server in the Internet address. <port> is the port 
number that the web server uses for HTTP communication. <path> specifies the 
relative storage position o f the request resource. <request parameters> consists of 
request parameters a client passes to the web server. The request parameters can come 
from the input of the client and the cookies/sessions. These parameters could be used 
to compute and generate a client page. For example,
http://www.baidu.com/search?ie=gb2312
shows the basic elements o f a URL. “http://” indicates the resource type is HTTP. 
“www.baidu.com” is the domain name and its corresponding IP address can be 
resolved by querying a DNS (Domain Name Service) server. The port number is 
implicit and it is 80 by default, “search” is a relative directory and “ie=gb2312” is the 
assignment of a request parameter.
2.1.2 SERVER PAGE, STATIC PAGE AND CLIENT PAGE
When a web application server receives a request message that contains a URL and
7
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cookie (if there exists) information from a browser, which can be triggered by clicking 
on a hyperlink or typing a URL in the address bar of the browser, it sends back the 
corresponding HTML web page according to the request. We call such corresponding 
HTML web page a client page. A client page is an HTML document with embedded 
scripts and is rendered by the web browser on the client side. A client page can be 
generated from two different template pages: static page and server page. Static pages 
have predefined page templates that are stored in a local directory o f the web server. 
The web server can access these static pages with their file name and file path. For a 
static page request, the web server reads that HTML file, packs the file into the 
response message and sends the message back to the requested web browser as a 
client page. A server page can be a Common Gateway Interface (CGI) script, an 
Active Server Page (ASP), a Java Server Page (JSP), or a servlet. If  a server page is 
requested, the web server dynamically creates a client page according to the 
information of the request message. After a client page has been generated, it is 
packed in a response message like a client page in the form o f a static page and sent 
back to the requesting web browser.
Here we use the term “page” to stand for both of static and server page. Each web 
page has a page ID, to uniquely identify it in the web application. In practice, a web 
page is identified by its URL which includes the web server address and the relative 
directory. For simplicity, we use numeric page ID instead o f the URL of the page.
2.1.3 SESSION AND COOKIE
Since HTTP is a stateless protocol, an HTTP server cannot recognize two different 
requests from the same client. After a response has been sent to a requested browser 
that issued the request, the connection is closed. The web server does not keep any 
information about the client. In many cases, some sort of relationship is required 
between two requests made by the same client. In order to resolve the problem, the 
concepts of session and cookie are introduced into web technology.
A session is the time duration used to uninterruptedly browse client pages spent by a 
certain user at a web site (application) from starting to browse the first client page to 
closing the web browser. In some web applications, a session is setup after the login
8
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of a client and closed when the client logouts. The concept o f session puts a strong 
emphasis on recording of a certain user’s state.
A cookie is a piece of small text that record identification and some related 
information of a certain client. It is stored in the web browser. Once the cookie is 
created on the client’s side, for every further request made by the same user, the 
cookie is sent along with the request message until the expiration o f the cookie. Based 
on the cookie technique, a web application can overcome the shortcoming o f HTTP 
protocol by recognizing a certain client and establishing a session between a web 
browser and a web server.
2.1.4 HYPERLINK AND DYNAMIC HYPERLINK
Normally all pages of a web application are interconnected by hyperlinks. These 
hyperlinks form the navigational behavior of the web application. A hyperlink 
identifies a unique page that will be requested by a web browser. The format of a 
hyperlink includes web server address, relative directory that stores the page, and file 
name. Here we give each hyperlink in a certain static or server page a unique linkID 
which is used to identify the link to a particular page.
According to the different information of cookies/sessions, database or request 
parameters, a hyperlink could be dynamically shown on a client page. Such a 
hyperlink is called a dynamic hyperlink. For example, in the online student 
information system of University of Windsor (SIS), after a current student logged into 
the SIS, the student can see a hyperlink to view his/her transcript but it is impossible 
for a prospective student to see such a hyperlink after his or her login.
2.1.5 THE PROPERTIES OF A CLIENT PAGE
On abstract level, a client page can be viewed as a pair < T  ,H  > of a set T  of 
text symbols and a set H  of hyperlink symbols. A text symbol represents the
information of the text. A hyperlink symbol represents the existence of a hyperlink: it 
means that user’s clicking on the hyperlink symbol on a client page can trigger a
9
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request message to the server.
Note that although the format o f a hyperlink symbol and that o f a hyperlink are the 
same, a hyperlink symbol is however different from a hyperlink used to retrieve a 
client page. A hyperlink to retrieve a client page contains host address, request 
parameter which may come from cookie or input variables. A hyperlink symbol is a 
hypertext displayed in a web page. It does not contain the input from the client to this 
page.
Figure 2.1 shows an example of a client page that is generated by a single server page. 
It is the homepage of the student webmail system of University o f Windsor. In this 
client page, the black lines point out all the text and hyperlink symbols: the pair 
< T ,H  >. The hyperlink symbol “Sign in” cannot contain any input of the clients 
because the input of current page has not yet been given.
Jc ix t sybmoi
■raft




H y p erlin k  sybmctl
FIGURE 2. 1 AN EXAMPLE OF A CLIENT PAGE 
2.1.6 ARCHITECTURE OF WEB APPLICATIONS
Figure 2.2 illustrates a generic architecture of web applications. A web application is 
an interactive system which contains web browser, the web application server and the 
database. It is a typical 3-tier model. While realizing more complicated functions, the 
modem web applications have expanded from a 3-tier model to an N-tier model.
10







FIGURE 2. 2 THE STRUTURE OF WEB APPLICATION
A web browser is a standard window application and users use it to visit a web 
application by clicking hyperlinks or typing in URLs. After sending out a request 
message for a client page, the browser will receive a response message from the web 
application server. The message contains the requested client page.
2.1.7 HISTORY STACK
A browser’s history stack [13] stores the previously visited URLs, and the stack is 
maintained by the browser module. Generally speaking, the history stack is a kind of 
stack with similar operations as normal stacks. A history stack maintains a stack 
pointer, top position and bottom position. The values of these variables determine 
whether a backward or forward button can be enabled. Compared with normal stack, 
the stack pointer o f the browser’s history stack can be moved back and forth if more 
than one item is stored in it.
When a browser starts up, its history stack is empty. The stack pointer points to 
nothing and the top position and bottom position are set to a null value. At this time, 
the backward and forward button are disabled. After a URL is requested and a web 
page is received, the URL is pushed into the stack and the stack pointer points to the 
newly inserted URL. The top position and bottom position are set to their 
corresponding values.
The browser’s backward and forward buttons are enabled or disabled according to 
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has more than two items and the stack pointer does not point to the first URL stored in 
the history stack, the backward button is enabled. This means that there exists an item 
before the current item that the stack pointer points to. At this time, a user can click 
the backward button, and the stack pointer will move from current position to its 
previous one. The URL stored in the position that the stack pointer points to is 
retrieved and sent to network interface for requesting its corresponding HTML web 
page. The page might be returned from local cache or the web server that sent the 
page before. The use of local cache depends on the cache policy set in the browser or 
HTTP cache controls that came with the received web page.
Similarly, the forward button is enabled when the stack has more than two items and 
the stack pointer does not point to the top item in the history stack. The clicks on the 
forward button can force the stack pointer moving from current position to its next 
one. The URL that the stack pointer points to is used to request its corresponding web 
page.
When a user clicks on a backward or forward  button, the stack pointer moves back or 
forth from current position. If  a user clicks on a hyperlink or types a URL in the 
browser’s address textbox, the URL of newly requested web page is pushed into the 
history stack after the browser receives the web page successfully. Before the push 
operation, all URLs above stack pointer’s current position are popped up, and after the 
push operation, the stack pointer points to the top position of the stack.
------► C C
B B ------► D
A A — -> A A
(a) fh l (c.) frh
FIGURE 2. 3 HISTORY STACK OPERATION
Figure 2.3 gives an example to show the operations on the history stack. Figure 2.3(a) 
shows that page A ’s URL A is pushed into the stack after receiving page A. The stack
12
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pointer points to A. In Figure 2.3(b), page B and C have been received and their URLs 
B and C are pushed into the stack. In Figure 2.3(c), the user clicks back button twice, 
and the stack pointer points to the first URL A. Because page A contains hyperlinks, 
after a user clicks a link to page D in page A, page D’s URL is pushed into the stack 
on the position above A. Before D is pushed into the stack, previous URLs B and C 
are popped up.
3. MODELING WEB APPLICATIONS WITH FSM
In our context, a web application refers to its server side implementation, which 
consists of a set of server pages. Typical server pages include HTML files, Java 
Server Pages, Java Servlets, ASPs, PHP files, etc. They can be generally viewed as a 
piece of program that dynamically generates client pages. Taking this set of server 
pages as a black-box implementation, its behavior is tested from the client side by 
navigating among the output client pages.
As we mentioned in the Introduction, we assume that the expected behavior o f a web 
application is given in terms of a deterministic FSM [11]. A deterministic FSM M  
is defined by a tuple (S ,s0,X ,Y ,8 ,X )  in which S  is a finite set o f states where 
sQe S  is its initial state, X  is a finite input alphabet, Y  is a finite output alphabet, 
8 : S x X  -»  S  is a next state function and X : S  x  Y  —» Y is an output function. Note 
that 8  and X may be partial functions. Figure 3.1 shows an example of an FSM 
where X  = {a,b} , T = {0,1} , S = {s0,s l,s2} , 8(s0,a) = s1 , 8 (su b) = s2 ,
X(s0,a) = 1 and X(si,b) = 0. The initial state of the FSM is s0.
FIGURE 3. 1 AN EXAMPLE FSM
Each state uniquely represents one client page, which is an output of the execution of 
a server page. Apparently, we cannot exhaustively enumerate all client pages. For the 
purpose of testing, we only select some representations. This can be achieved by the
13
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following two techniques:
1) We consider a closed system in the sense that the hyperlinks all refer to the server 
pages within the same web application. An open system can be modeled in our 
setting by augmenting an additional page to represent all the Internet web pages 
not generated by the web application under test. If  there is a hyperlink in a client 
page pointing to www.vahoo.com. for example, we can simply represent it as a 
hyperlink pointing to this special page.
2) We can use an abstract representation for a group of similar pages. For example, 
in a student information system, when student A and student B both have regular 
transcripts, a client page displaying the transcript of A and B  both have regular 
transcripts. In this case, a client page displaying the transcript o f A and a client 
page displaying the transcript of B can be considered as members o f a same group 
with a single representative client page.
An input x  represents the user’s (or the tester’s) input. It includes the triggering of a 
hyperlink possibly with some user’s input data (for form submission) which is used as 
search parameters. In practice, people also use hyperlink to represent the hyperlink 
together with search parameters. Here we explicitly separate these two parts. A URL 
is associated with each hyperlink together with possible search parameters and points 
to unique server page to be executed to generate the next client page.
An output y  represents the characteristics of a client page. For testing purpose, it 
can be understood as a multi-set of texts displayed and a multi-set of hyperlinks. The 
text can be normal text, images, some places for users to type in input data, the text 
portion of a hyperlink, or other non-hyperlink content. A hyperlink can be a normal 
hyperlink uniquely identified by its context and the server page it refers to. A client 
page is correct if the multi-set of texts and the multi-set of hyperlinks are all correct. 
Here we do not consider the test oracle problem on how to automatically check the 
correctness of various types of web content against the expected one. Readers 
interested in this issue are referred to [6, 19, 23, 29].
A transition t is defined by a tuple (si,s j , x /y )  in which s, is the starting state, 
x  is the input, Sj = S(sn x) is the ending state, and y  = X(sn x) is the output. A
14
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transition (sj,s j , x / y ) represents the transformation from client page cpi 
represented by state st to client page cp; represented by state Sj triggered by 
user’s input x .
Two states st and Sj of M  are equivalent if applying any input sequence at st 
and Sj will yield the same output sequence. An FSM M  is minimal if no FSM
with fewer states than M  is equivalent to M . A sufficient condition for M  to be 
minimal is that every state can be reached from the initial state o f M  and no two 
states of M  is equivalent. In this paper, the FSMs we consider are all minimal ones.
Let us consider the cheap airfare search engine o f the online system 
USChinaTrip.com ('www.uschinatrip.comI as an example web application. Here, we 
only focus on the major functionalities of this search engine. In home page cp0, the 
user can issue a search by providing search criteria such as the date, departure city, 
destination city, and so on. If no such flight is available, a client page with 
information “the system didn’t find any fares fitting your criteria” will be returned, 
and we use cpl to denote this client page. Otherwise, a client page with the detailed 
information about all the available flights will be displayed in cp2 . When the 
information for the search criteria is incomplete (e.g., no destination city is entered) or 
infeasible (e.g., the return date is before the departure date for a round trip), an error 
page cp3 will be returned. In client page cp2, the user can select any available flight 
for reservation by clicking the corresponding hyperlink. Then the personal 
information is required from the user in a new client page cp4. Again, when the 
keyed-in personal information is incomplete or erroneous (e.g., telephone number 
contains alphabet letter), client page cp5 will be prompted to user for correction.
Client page cp6 is generated with all the personal and flight information for the user 
to review. In cp6 , the user can choose “Send Request”, “Modify Customer 
Information”, or “Start New Search”, which will result in client page cp1 for request 
confirmation, client page cp4 , and cp0 , respectively. The “Frequently Asked 
Questions” page (denoted by cpH) and the home page can be reached by special image
15
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hyperlinks from all the client pages. cp0 and cp3 are generated by server page s0, 
cpy and cp2 are generated by server page , cp4 and cp5 are generated by server 
page s2, cp6 is generated by server page s3, cpn is generated by server page s4 
and cpz is generated by server page s5. Figure 3.2 shows the web pages of the online 
system.
Cheap Airfares Search Engine
 US to China f   '•  ^ _____
Frc ii Select Departure City v
to Select Ai rival City
I Depart D ate: ;
7.2007 v 31 v [««■
[Return Date: I
7 2007 v 31 v
I   - ' r  — 'F": :— — ----------------------------------------- '
^iir.ht class Econciny/Coach v
 -   ....... . ......... ................................   I:      |
' l  O neW ay RoundTnp
' Airline;! Select All Airline y ,
; Adult 1 C D  Child (2 -11 yrs): 0  j.^ j; infant (< 2 yrs)-. I 0
! I Cheap airfare search | -
! Send Multf-City Or Open Javr Request
(a) cp0
USCmnaTnp.com w
: ■ ' ■■■■■■■■■-______■ :■ ■ ■ Email:A S-'rienrf
Home | Cheap Airfare Search | Discout Airfares I Tours f China Visa i Last Mint
Air Fare Search Result
P  Tax and Service Fee included
i The system didn’t find any fares fitting your criteria.
(b) cPl
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U SC M n9Trip .com 2007-7-31
nsr.d j  FAQI Contact Us. j  ja b s  t About Us
Chtfd^Aiite'? Search i Discom Airfares f Tours | ChinsVisa f la s t  Mirofly D«at?> I CustomTrip I Cas ! Hotel f
A ir  F a r e  S e a r c h  R e s u l t
C ^ S lI
. ip lW ) .
^Arrive:Beijing (PEKj
A f r i c a n  From:Detroit Wetro (DTW)To. Joh 
Airlines
rffe  From: John F Kennedy tntl UFK}
VSFCftjfla via: Shanghai Pvdong (P.VG)
Eastern AJriinas To: Baling (PEK)
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i Depart Detroit Metro Depart:Tuesday-0?/3t£0Q7 c , . „  n rf„ a u ^  tv tim tv
i (DTW) Return: Friday • 09/31/2007 AA American f r® ^ ' ^  l 5 Kennedy
i Arrive: Beijing (PEK) AWtne* fna ■ '
/3 h  f  rom: John F Kennedy inti (JFK}
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@
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Cheap Airfares Search Engine
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USChinaTrip.com ^
:_________  ■______________ ■    t o a d  £  h w i <} I l-AQ I c o n ta c t  Us I
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Customer Information
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U S t Q h m M T r i p . c o m  w
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lfSQhlnaTrip.com . 20*
gma3i A Friend Contact Us-J. Jcbs | A b
H om e  j Cheap Airfare Seorch 1 IMcmit Airfares f lours f C K m  Visa } Las? Deals { Custom Trip j Car |l
R equest Information Review
Trip Plan: 
F are  M c m ra
Departure Date Flexibility.- 
Return Date Fiextbtflry:
r s ^ w i o
:= Detroit Metro M  (DTW) -  Beijing (PEK) 
i d e p a rt o n  2007-7-31 
return on  2007-8-31 
from  DTW to  PEK
M  fe re s  w att for ope  rator to  provide, 
i i r a a a —AduiC ■■ ■ ......
. FtesaWe 1 day  earlier. 
;F 1ew b?e1day  earlier.
|  Any airlines with the lowest fe re.
Start, New .Search I i
(G) cPb
Email k  fn a n d  I EAQ |: C o n tac t U
USChinaTrip.com
Home ( Cheap Airfare Search | Dlseout Airfares I Tours | China Visa J Last Minute Deals
Customer Request Confirmation
Dear Client:
We have received your f! ght fare request.
W e wil* sen d  you the  detail itinerary and  final fa re  information as  early a s  possib 'e .
We have delivery services wifhm all slates m U.S and China all piovmces 
Extia fee will be charged for rush de'.very, please check detail infonnaLon in
If you have any queston regarding th'S tnp, please send email to ticket@uschinatnp.com.
Thank you for using www.UsCWnaTnp.com
B ack  to hom e p age
(H) cp1
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fJ90himTrip.com  _ 2 0 0 ?.
; I U w  1 CctfoVt U; I frhS j
} Cftsap Airbus Seajch I Disc-cutAirtoss I Touts \ China;W js | l a s t  $inut& Dsals ! CucEomltiji ! C«; {
Frequently Asked QuesBons
1. W hst le the procedure to  purchase a  ticket?
F Irsi, select me details of four des ired travel iBnerarv (airports 4  dates tor departure & 
arrival) in the search engine and ge n erate a &st ot matching flights and their fares. 
Choose an airline fare, dick "hook this flfghf.ftil out the customer information and 
: send us your booking request
W e wilt send you a  confirmed reservation.fey email, usually within one business 
day. Verify the details of your itinerary and then fax u s  the credit card 
i. ’>K;  11 -'.-it1 W e will issue the ticket and mad it to  you with the d
on your order.
tines take major credit cards: Visa, MasterCard and  American Express, in the 
at the aidma or the ticket type requires non-credit card payment we will accept 
jrder. c ^ h ie f s  check or wire transfer.
3. Can i pay for my ticket on ft elnsteadof using fex?
Sony, we can not take your credit card over me phone because airlines require us to 
have customers signature for credit card charges. P lease fax u s  me cata
<•»;.&! wixiWfon fos-m together with a photocopy of the front and back side of your credit 
: card and your photo S3:
4, What aretf
(H) cPs
FIGURE 3. 2 SOME CLIENT PAGE OF THE WEBSIT OF USCHINATRIP
This part of the web application is specified as FSM M 0 shown in Figure 3.3 and 
Table 3.1. Here, for 0 < / < 8, state si represents cpr  Since hyperlinks in different 
client pages or even within one client page can refer to the same client page, we use 
xj to denote the input symbol that can produce y,., where j  is some integer. y i 
denotes the characteristics of cpl .
V>’i
4 'y.
Figure 3.3 An example FSM for the cheap airfare search engine
Symbol Meaning Symbol Meaning
To The characteristic o f client 
page cp0
Ti The characteristic o f client 
page cpx
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y  i The characteristic of client 
page cp2
t 3 The characteristic of client 
page cp3
y  4 The characteristic of client 
page cp4
The characteristic of client 
page cps
y  6 The characteristic of client 
page cp6
t 7 The characteristic of client 
page cp7
y  8 The characteristic of client 
page cP%
^0 Client page cpQ
Client page cp t s i Client page cp2
*3 Client page cp3 Client page cp4
S! Client page cp5 S6 Client page cp6
s1 Client page cp2 SS Client page cp%
X 0 Clicking the hyperlink to 
Sq with null (search 
parameters) in cps
x x Clicking the hyperlink to s x 
with the no-flight-retum 
search parameters
4 Clicking one hyperlink to sQ 
with null (search parameters) 
in cp x
x\ Clicking the hyperlink to s, 
with correct search 
parameters
X 3 Clicking the other hyperlink 
to s0 with null (search 
parameters) in cpx
4 Clicking the hyperlink to .y, 
with correct search 
parameters
X4Ao Clicking the hyperlink to s0 
with null (search parameters) 
in cp3
x3 Clicking the hyperlink to sQ 
with incomplete search 
parameters
X q Clicking the hyperlink to s0 
with null (search parameters) 
in cp2
x\ Clicking one hyperlink to 
s2 with flight information 
(search parameters)
X 6Ao Clicking one hyperlink to s0 
with null (search parameters) 
in cp6
x l Clicking one hyperlink to 
s2 with flight information 
(search parameters)
x0 Clicking the other hyperlink 
to s0 with null (search 
parameters) in cp6
x5 Clicking the hyperlink to s2 
with flight and customer’s 
information (search 
parameters)
x 8Ao Clicking one hyperlink to s0 
with null (search parameters) 
in cp7
x l Clicking the hyperlink to s3
with flight and customer’s 
information (search 
parameters)
X9Ao Clicking the other hyperlink 
to s0 with null (search 
parameters) in cp7
x l Clicking the hyperlink to s3 
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x100 Clicking the hyperlink to s0 
with null (search parameters) 
in cp5
*7 Clicking the hyperlink to s4 
with flight and customer’s 
information (search 
parameters)
jcu0 Clicking the hyperlink to s0 
with null (search parameters) 
in cp0
Xg Clicking the hyperlink to s5 
with flight and customer’s 
information (search 
parameters)
Clicking the hyperlink to s0 
with null (search parameters) 
in cp2
4 Clicking the hyperlink to s5 
with flight and customer’s 
information (search 
parameters)
xl Clicking the hyperlink to s5
with flight and customer 
information (search 
parameters)
xB Clicking the hyperlink to s5 
with flight and customer’s 
information (search 
parameters)
4 Clicking the hyperlink to s5
with flight and customer 
information (search 
parameters)
4 Clicking the hyperlink to s5 
with flight and customer’s 
information (search 
parameters)
4 Clicking the hyperlink to s5 
with flight and customer 
information (search 
parameters)
4 Clicking the hyperlink to s5 
with flight and customer’s 
information (search 
parameters)
TABLE 3. 1 EXPLANATION OF THE SYMBOLS
Given an FSM describing the expected behavior of a web application under test, we 
would like to see, for each transition t, if we click on a hyperlink (possibly with 
some input data) corresponding to an input of the page represented by the starting 
state of t , then the resulting client page is correctly generated in the sense that both 
the displayed text content and hyperlinks are as characterized in the output o f t. 
Furthermore, we would like to generate an input/output sequence (called test sequence) 
from a sequence o f transitions such that each transition in the FSM is traversed at least 
once. This will give us continuous tests of each transition. In the following, all test 
sequences refer to those where each transition is traversed at least once. Optimal 
solution on generating a minimal-length test sequence in this setting is generally 
discussed in T-method [21]. It was based on a well-known algorithm in graph theory 
applied to the directed graph o f a given FSM. We introduce below some notations on 
directed graphs before we present our improved algorithm.
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For convenience to apply the graph theory on FSM, we need a transformation from 
FSM to a corresponding digraph. A directed graph (digraph) G is defined by a tuple 
(V ,E ,L ) in which V is a set of vertices, E  is a set of directed edges between the 
vertices. Each edge may have a label in L . An edge e from vertex v, to vertex vy 
with label / will be represented by(v,.,v;, / ) , and we say edge e leaves v, and 
enters v . .
Each FSM M  has a graph representationG -(JV ,E ,L ), in which a state o f M is 
represented by a vertex from V and a transition of M  is represented by a vertex 
from E . We use GM to denote the graph representation of FSM M , where state ,v, 
is represented by vertex v, , and transition from st to s . with label x l y  
represented by edge (v,, vp x  / y ) .
A path r  in a digraph G is either null, denoted by e , or a finite sequence o f edges 
ele2...ek{k>  1) in G such that for k > 2 ,  the ending vertex o f e, is the starting vertex 
of ej+i for all i e  {1,2,...,A: — 1}. Given pathr = eie2...ek (k > 1), we use staring(r) 
and ending(j) to denote the starting vertex e, and the ending vertex ek 
respectively. A tour is a path starting from and ending at the same vertex.
A digraph is strongly connected if for any ordered pair of vertices (vi5 vy) there is a
path from v, to v .. The digraphs we consider here are all strongly connected. In fact,
we assume that all client pages are reachable from the home page and that from any 
page we can reach the home page by finite steps of hyperlink clicks. When G is a 
strongly connected, a postman Tour of G is a tour which contains every edges of E 
at least once. Given digraph G = (V ,E ,co st), where cost is a cost function that 
associates each edge in E  with a cost, we say G is a weighted digraph. The 
Chinese Postman Problem is to find the minimum-cost Postman Tour in a strongly 
connected (weighted) digraph.
Given FSM M , when its graph representation GM is strongly connected, the
23
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optimization problem of finding a minimal-length test sequence corresponds to 
finding a minimal-length path that traverses each edge of GM at least once and this 
problem is reduced to CPP in GM where the cost of each edge in Gu  is 1. It is 
possible to further reduce the length of the test sequence when the functionality of the 
web browsers is considered. In the following section, we consider how to make use of 
the back button o f web browsers to reduce the length of the generated test sequence.
4. EXISTING ALGORITHMS
In this section, we introduce two algorithms for the CPP and for the minimum and 
maximum flow problem respectively in detail. They form the basis of our solutions.
4.1 THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE CPP 
ALGORITHM
CPP is a very famous problem: finding the shortest route for the Chinese postman 
who wishes to travel along every road to deliver letters, i.e., in a directed graph (here 
we only discuss the directed weighted CPP), we need to find a closed walk with 
minimum weight which covers each edge at least once.
To well understand the algorithm to solve the CPP, we introduce some graph-theoretic 
terms first. The number of edges going into a vertex v is the in-degree denoted by 
deg„(v), and the number of edges pointing out o f a vertex v is the out-degree 
denoted by deg0„,(v). Let 5  be the difference between the in and out degrees: 
S(v) = degow(v) - degfn(v) . If S(v) = 0, we say the vertex v is balanced. 
Otherwise, let D + = {v| c>(v)>0} be the set of unbalanced vertices with an excess 
of out-going edges, and D~= { v | S (v)<0} the set of unbalanced vertices with an 
excess of in-going edges.
An Eulerian graph [10] is a graph that has a circuit traversing each edge exactly once, 
and returning to the start vertex. A standard theorem is that a graph has an Euler 
circuit if  and only if every vertex is balanced. If  a graph is Eulerian, we can easily find 
an Euler circuit in the graph. An Euler circuit of a graph is an optimal Chinese
24
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Postman Tour (CPT), since each edge is traversed exactly once. If  a graph is not 
Eulerian, there should exist nonempty D+ and D~ in the graph. Thus the CPT will 
have to walk extra paths to ‘join up’ the unbalanced vertices in D~ and D + to 
make each vertex balance and the number of extra paths is equal to k  =
For an optimal CPT, the extra path taken between ZT and D+ will be chosen to 
have the least total cost. In general, a CPT may take some of the D~ -»  D + paths 
more than once. Let f tj be the number of times the path i -»  j  must be taken to be 
added to the original graph as an edge to make the graph Eulerian. We use 
(j) = Y uCllf ll to represent the additional cost of traversing the chosen additional paths. 
The key idea of the algorithm of CPP is to find an optim al^.
If we want an optimal <f> in a directed graph, we need to find an optimal set of extra 
paths. Generally speaking, the number of extra paths is equal to k  -  . The
first of these k  paths might go to any o f the (at most) k  vertices in D+, the second 
can be any of the remaining k  - 1, and the third to any of the remaining k  -  2, and 
so on. In the worst case there are k \ choices. Clearly it would be an inefficient 
algorithm to examine all the choices and pick the one with the least cost. We use the 
algorithm of cycle canceling [12] to find the optimal extras paths. This algorithm 
starts with an approximate solution, and then iteratively improves it.
In [33], an algorithm of CPP can be sketched as:
Step 1: determine 8  of each vertex in graph G . If 8  = 0, go to Step 5;
Step 2: determine D + and D" inG .
Step 3: For each vertex in G , find the shortest paths p tJ and minimal costs c,y to all
vertices by the Floyd-Warshall algorithm [32].
Step 4: find /  to minimize (j> = '^_CiJf ij by the algorithm of cycle canceling, where
f v > 0  should be integer, = - 8 (i) a n d ^ ; r / y = £(/).
Step 5: Construct an Eulerian circuit by Fleury’s algorithm [34] based on the least 
cost paths i -> j  and each path repeated f i} > 0 times.
The complexity of this algorithm is 0 (n 2m3{logn}). We have implemented a Java
25
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program for these five steps and the code is given in Appendix A.
Here we use Figure 4.1 to show the algorithm to solve the CPP. In this figure, the 
weight of each edge is ‘ 1’. In Step 1, <5(0) = 1, <5(1) = 1, <5(2) = -1  and <5(3) = -1
are computed. From the result of Step 1, we can determine that D + = {0,1} and
D~ = {2,3} in Step 2. In Step 3, we determine p y and the minimal costs cy In Step
4, based on D+, D ~, p y and cy, we find that there are two ways to choose the set
of extra paths. If one path is 2 —> 0, then the other path is 3 -»  1; the alternative is to 
use the paths 2 —» 1 (from vertex 2, pass by vertex 3, 0, to vertex 1) and 3 —» 0. As 
it happens, the choices have the equal cost (c21 + c30 = 3 + l,c20 + c31 = 2 + 2), and both 
can be used for an optimal CPT. Let us say that we choose the paths 2 —> 1 and 
3 -* 0. In Step 4, an Eulerian circuit is found: 0,1, 3, 0,1, 2, 3, 0, 2, 3, 0.
0
FIGURE 4. 1 AN EXAMPLE OF THE CPP
4.2 THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE ALGORITHM OF 
NEGATIVE CYCLE-CANCELING FOR
MINIMAL-MAXIMUM FLOW PROBLEM
A network N  = (V ,E  , capacity.cost,s,t) is a digraph, where
- V' is a finite set of vertices.
- E' is a finite set of edges.
-  caPacity  ; E' —> N u { 0 } ,  where N  is the set o f natural numbers, is the 
capacity function . We call the nonnegative capacityie) capacity on each edge
26
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e g E .
- cost : E'-~> N u  {0} is the cost function . We call the nonnegative
cos/(e) cost per unit flow  on each edge e e E .
- s e V' is the source.
- t e V  is the sink.
A flow  / : £ ' - >  A  u { 0} is a function to assign a value / ( e )  to each edgee. We 
u s e / +(v), f~ (v )  to denote the total flow on edges leaving v and edges entering 
v respectively. A flow is feasible if for anye e E \  0 < / ( e )  < capacity(e) and for 
any v e V '-{ s ,t) , f +(v) = / ”(v ) . The network flow  is the flow entering the sink t,  
i.e., / " ( / ) .  A maximum-flow and minimum-cost problem is to determine a feasible 
maximum network flow while ^ e£ic o s /(e )x /(e )  is minimum.
The algorithm of negative cycle-canceling is originally designed to solve the 
minimum cost flow problem, but if the flow in a given network is maximum, such 
algorithm also fits for min-max flow problem. Our case meets the requirement. This 
algorithm provides a feasible solution for maximum network flow. At each iteration, it 
attempts to improve its objective function value. The algorithm first establishes a 
feasible flow /  in the network. Then it iteratively finds negative cost-directed 
cycles in the residual network and augments flows on these cycles [2]. The residual 
network G ( /)  corresponds to a flow /  and we replace each edge (i , j )  e  E by 
two arcs ( /,/)  and (j , i )  . The arc (i , j )  has cost ctJ and residual capacity 
riJ=capiJ- f j  and the arc ( / / ')  has cost cy7= - c (;/ and residual capacity rjj= f jj.
The residual network consists only of arcs with positive residual capacity. The 
negative cycle-canceling algorithm terminates when the residual network contains no 
negative cost-directed cycle. When there is no negative cycle in the residual network, 
a minimum cost flow is found.
We use the example shown in Figure 4.2 to illustrate the cycle-canceling algorithm. 
Figure 4.2.1(a) depicts a feasible flow in the network and Figure 4.2.1(b) gives the 
corresponding residual network. Suppose that the algorithm first selects the cycle
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4-2-3-4 whose cost is -1. The residual capacity of this cycle is 2. The algorithm 
augments 2 units of flow along this cycle. Figure 4.2.1(b) shows the modified residual 
network. In the next iteration, suppose that the algorithm selects the cycle 4-2-1-3-4 
whose cost is -2. The algorithm sends 1 unit of flow along this cycle. Figure 4.2.1(d) 
depicts the updated residual network. Since this residual network contains no negative 
cycle, the algorithm terminates.
( 1 ,2 )
(a) (b)
(d)(c)
FIGURE 4. 2 EXAMPLE OF THE ALGORITHMS OF NEGATIVE 
CYCLE-CANCELING
The complex of this algorithm is 0(nm 2CU) where, for any ctj, capv, ctJ < C (C  is 
the maximum value in Ci;) and cap^ < U (here U is the total number of the units of the 
flow). [2]
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5. OUR TESTING METHOD
5.1 BACK BUTTON OF THE WEB BROWSER
According to major web browsers we use nowadays, such as the Internet Explore, 
Mozilla Firefox, Safari, and Opera, each web browser maintains a history stack to 
keep the previously visited URLs and uses a stack pointer to record the URL of the 
current client page. The history stack can be accessed by making use of the forward 
button and the back button on the navigation bar of the browser.
For any two client pages cpt , cpj in the web application under test, let r  be the
shortest path to navigate from cpj to cp t . With the use o f the back button, it is
possible that there exists a path z' to navigate from cpi to cp / such that z' is
shorter than z . Consequently, by making use of the back button, the total length of 
the test sequence may be reduced.
In the Example of www.uschinatrip.com, suppose that the current navigation history 
is cp0 cp2 cp4 cp6 cp&. Now we want to visit client page cpn . Without the back 
button, the shortest path to reach cp7 is to visit the following client pages in 
sequence: cp0 cp2 cp4 cp6 cpn . By making use of the back button, cpn can be 
reached by only two clicks: first click the back button to return to cp6 and then click 
the hyperlink associated with cp7 in cp6, and Figure 5.1.1 shows the shortest path 
(bold lines)
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FIGURE 5. 1. 1 AN EXAMPLE TO SHOW HOW TO USE THE BACK BUTTON
Note that we do not consider the forward  button because its use cannot save the steps 
of hyperlink clicks for the navigation between any two client pages.
When the test specification of a web application is given as an FSM M , traditionally, 
the minimal-length test sequence can be generated by applying CPP algorithm directly 
on Gu  . Here, we propose the following optimization problem: find a minimal-length 
test sequence from a given FSM M  with the use of the back button.
The following theorem claims that the optimal solution to this problem is better than 
the one produced by T-method in our setting.
Theorem 1 Let M  be a given minimal FSM where its graph representation 
Gm =(V,E,L)  is strongly connected. Let % be a minimal-length test sequence 
generated from M  with the use o f  the back button. For any test sequence , we 
have \ z \ ^ \ x ' \ -
Proof: To consider the use of the back button for generating test sequences, we need to 
incorporate the operational behavior of the back button into the given test 
specification M . Suppose that M  = (S,s0, X , Y , L , S ) . We define another digraph 
Gm back that represents the navigation among client pages with back button.
30
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GMMck = (Vback,E back,Lback) is defined as follows:
• Let back be a special symbol ( back g X ) ,  which represents the user's action of 
triggering the back button on the web browser.
•  Let Q = {qi | st e S} be a set of state variables such that for each state st e . S , 
there is exactly one state variable ql e Q corresponding to it.
•  V back =  { r , I s i e 5}
•  Lback c l u  {back} x Y  x P x  A is a set of labels, where P  and A represent the 
set o f predicates and actions on state variables of Q .
•  For any st , s}. e S , if  sJ =d{sj,x)  and y  -  X{sn x ) , we add to Ehack two edges 
e = (rn rr (x ,y,  true, qj := st)) and e = (ry, rt, {back, y ', qj -  si, qf := nu ll)) . Where y  
and y' are the characteristics of client pages represented by s. and si 
respectively.
The third element o f a label in an edge of Eback represents a predicate on the current 
variable values and the fourth element of a label in an edge o f Eback represents the 
action of assigning new variable values. The intuitive meaning o f such an edge 
{ri,rp {x,y,p,a))  is: when the predicate p  is evaluated to true in state st and x
is prompted as an input, y  will be produced as an output and the state is transferred 
to Sj where the new values of the state variables are obtained by executing a on 
the values of the state variables in state st . Clearly, when p  is true, such an edge 
represents a transition that is executable in any circumstance. The paths we consider 
in Gm should satisfy the property that if (r;,r; ,(x ,y ,p ,a ))  appears in the path, then
when we reach the state represented by rt , the evaluation of p  in this state should 
return true.
Let E'back c  Ehack denote the set of edges representing the transitions with predicate 
true. Since % is a minimal-length test sequence with the use o f the back button, the 
path p  of % corresponds to a minimal-length tour in Gback that traverses each
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edge in Eback at least once.
On the other hand, any e e E  is related to an edge in Eback with corresponding 
starting and ending vertices and with predicate true. Hence, if  p ' is the path o f / ,  
p' corresponds to a tour in GMback that traverses each edge in Ehack at least once. 
Since p  is a tour of minimal-length in GM back, we have | p  |<| p'\. It follows that
backy /  back
FIGURE 5. 1. 2 AN ILLUSTRATION OF THE RESTRICTION FOR THE USE OF
THE BACK BUTTON
Theorem 1 suggests that a shorter test sequence is possible when the use of the back 
button is considered. A natural way to reach a better solution is to augment Gu  into 
G'm by adding edges representing the back transitions. However, restricted by the 
way that the history stack works, finding the minimal-length test sequence in G'M is 
non-trivial: Suppose that both client page cpj (represented by Sj) and client page 
cpk (represented by sk ) contain a hyperlink referring to client page cpi 
(represented by st ) (see Figure 5.1.2). When the back button is clicked in cpt , we 
cannot unconditionally get back to the page represented by Sj or that represented by 
sk even though there exist two edges ( .v,, s ; , back/ ) and ( 5 ,., sk , back/ y }) in the 
digraph. Which one is allowed is dynamically determined by the browsing history: the 
client page whose URL is pushed into the history stack right before the one of cpt 
will be returned when the back button is clicked. In other words, when using the back 
button, the browsing history should be taken into account: the sequence o f client 
pages reached by continually clicking the back button should be exactly the reverse of
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the sequence o f client pages previously visited by continuously clicking the 
hyperlinks.
We say a test sequence % uses the back button properly if it conforms to the 
semantics of the web browsers. In the next section, we present an algorithm to reduce 
the length of the test sequence with a given FSM M  when the back button is 
properly used.
5.2 REDUCING THE LENGTH OF TEST SEQENCE
Given a test specification M  = {S,s0, X ,Y , S , X) ,  our algorithm is divided into two 
steps in the same way as the above introduced solution to the CPP problem:
1) Construct a minimal symmetric and strongly connected digraph G* from GM 
such that the proper use o f the back button is guaranteed. We say a digraph is 
symmetric if  for any vertex v , the number of edges entering v is equal to the 
number of edges leaving v .
2) Find a Euler tour x in G*. Then the label of p  represents the desired test 
sequence.
We first discuss step 1) of the algorithm in details: to construct a symmetric and 
strongly connected graph G* from GM. Augmenting a given digraph GM to be 
symmetric in our setting is carried out as follows:
• identify all the vertices that are not symmetric;
• find additional paths, which consist of edges in GM and edges representing 
the navigation triggered by clicking the back button, to connect these vertices 
such that each vertex in the resulting graph is symmetric.
When a given graph is strongly connected, its minimal symmetric graph can be 
obtained by augmenting the edges found by applying maximum-flow and 
minimum-cost network flow algorithm on the given graph. Our first step is based on 
the well-known solution to the maximum-flow and minimum-cost network flow 
problem.
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The step 1) of algorithm is described below.
1.1) Construct a network N M from Gu  such that the use of the back button is 
considered.
1.2) Use the maximum-flow and minimum-cost network flow derived from step 1.1) 
to construct the desired digraph G*.
In the following, we show how such a network is constructed in step 1.1). We will use 
deg,„(v) and degou((v) to denote the number of edges entering v and the number 
of edges leaving v respectively.
First, define a network N M = (V ',E ',capacity,cost,s,t) from GM =(V, E , L ) as 
follows:
• V ' -  { s , t }u W  u Z ,  where
-  W = {w, \ v t e V} ;
- Z  = {zj | v,. e  V};
• E ' - E ,  kjE, <j E,  where
Ei = {(s.w,) | d e g jv ,.)-d e g ou,0 ,)  > °>v, e V};
E2 = {(z,,0 | deg,„(v,)-degoW(v,) < 0,v, e Vj;
E3 = {(yvt,Wj) | (yj ,vt, x I y )  e E  fo r some input x and output y}; 
E4 = {(w(, w •) | (Vj,vn x / y )  e E fo r some input x and output y}; 
Es ={(.wi, z i) \ w i e W , z i e Z} ;
• The capacity function is defined as: capacity (e) =
deg;« (vi) ~ deg01I, (V;), i f  e = (j,w j) e El 
deg0„<(T ) - degin(v, )» i f  e = (z„ t) e E2
00,
1, i f  e e £ 3 
i f  e e E 4 v E 5
• The cost function is defined as:
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, IX i f e e E 3u E 4
cos/(e) = I
[0, i f  e e E l u E 2u E 5
Here, each edge in Ex c { s } x W  represents a vertex v in Gu  where the number 
of edges entering v is greater than the number of edges leaving v . Each edge in 
£ 2 c Z x  {t} represents a vertex v in Gu  where the number o f edges entering v 
is less than the number of edges leaving v . Edges in E3 c : W x W  represent the 
connectivity among the client pages formed by clicking the back button. Without loss 
of generality, we assume all the transitions in M  are backable in the sense that for 
any transition (5,,5y,x /y )  in M , where s, and s] represent cpt and cps
respectively, if cpt is visited right before cps , then cpj can be reached by clicking 
the back button in c p j . In the case where some transitions are not backable, we can 
simply assign the capacity o f the edges in E3 that correspond to these unbackable 
transitions to be 0. Edges in E4 q Z x Z  represent the connectivity among the client 
pages specified by the test specification M . wt e W and z, e Z correspond to a 
same client page and we use an edge in Es to connect them.
d e g inM  >  degoutM  d e g in(v) <  d e g out(v)
c a p a c ity  =  p°. c o s t  =  0
c a p a c ity  =  c o s t  =  0
c a p a c ity  =  °o, c o s t  =  0
cap ac ity  = 1 . c o s t  = 1 c a p a c ity  =  c o s t  =  1
cap a c ity  = d e g in(v) - d e g ^ v ) ,  cap a c ity  ,  d e gou!(v) - d e g ln{v)
C0St = U c o s t = 0
FIGURE 5. 2. 1 AN ILLUSTRATION FOR NETWORK CONSTRUCTION
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Figure 5.2.1 illustrates how the network N M is constructed. For clarity, we have only 
shown the edges in El , E2, and E5. Edges in E3 and E5 are omitted. The 
following lemma claims that the above procedure always yields a result as we 
expected: Part A. expresses that it is always feasible to find a maximum flow for the 
network defined above. Part B. says that adding the edges derived from the maximum 
flow to Gm will make it symmetric; and Part C. claims that the total number of 
edges added in B. is the minimal among all edges to be added to GM to make it 
symmetric. We also give the proof of this lemma.
Lemma 1 Let M  = (S,s0, X, Y , S , A)  be a given minimal FSM  where its graph 
representation GM = (V,E,L)  is strongly connected. Let
N m = (V' ,E ' , capacity, cost, s,t) be a network derived from GM according to the 
above definition. Let maxflow denote the maximum feasible flow  in N M. Let f  be 
the solution to the maximum-flow and minimum-cost network flow problem on NM 
and T = {yl,...,yr} the set o f  paths derived by f  such that fo r  any 1 < i < r, y, 
carries exactly one unit offlow. Let E" be the set o f  edges in E in y t , and let E" 
be the multiset union o f  E" fo r  1 < i < r .
A. maxflow exists: maxflow = ^  capacity(e) = ^  capacity(e).
ee£{ ee E2
B. Digraph (V , E u  E ") is symmetric.
C. Let E + be any multiset o f  edges such that digraph ( V , E u  E +) is symmetric. We 
have |£ ' |< |JE'+ |.
Proof: A. From graph theory, we have X ^ d e g j v )  = X veKdeg»<«^ for(V v 
can be partitioned into three classes: v ,, v2, and v3, where 
Vl = { v e V \  deg,„(v) > degou((v)};
V2 = { v e V \  degin(v) < degou((v)};
V2 = { v e V \  degin(v) = deg0„,(v)} .
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Thus, we have
2 > g , »  =  S d e 8 < «(v ) + S d e g<»(v ) + Z d e ^ ^ v )  •
veV veVx veV2 veV3
Similarly,
Z deg«(v) = S deg » (v) + I ] deg>»(v) + S des » (v)
veV  veV] veV2 veK3
Since £deg ,„(v) = £ d e g 0„,(v), we have
vg K 3 V€V{
Z  (deg/» O') -  d e S o u i (v)) = Z  (de§0»< (V) “ de§«« (V)) •
veVi
According to the way we construct NM, it follows that 
Z cgi. capacity(e) = capacity e{e).
eeE2
Since the capacity of any edge in Ea\ j E 5 is infinite and the digraph (Z , E 4) is 
strongly connected, we have that the maximum feasible flow maxflow is 
Zee/r, capacity(e) = Z ^  capacity(e).
B. Adding all edges in a path p  of a graph G into G will change the degrees of 
only two vertices ofG : the out-degree of vertex start(p) is increased by one, and 
the in-degree o f vertex end{p) is increased by one. Each yj e  T will increase by 
one the out-degree o f a vertex whose out-degree is less than its in-degree, and increase 
by one the in-degree o f a vertex whose in-degree is less than its out-degree. According 
to A, Z ee/, capacity(e) = Z ee£ capacityfe) . So by adding E '' into GM , the
in-degree and out-degree of each vertex will become the same. That is, ( V , E u E " )  
is symmetric.
C. In general, when we want to find a shortest navigation path from one client page to 
another, we can i) go back to some previously visited client page by continually 
clicking the back button; and then ii) continually click the hyperlinks to reach the 
desired client page. Correspondingly, a path to increase the out-degree o f one vertex 
by one and increase the in-degree of another vertex by one should have a sequence of 
edges representing the actions o f clicking back buttons, followed by a sequence of
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edges that represent the actions of clicking hyperlinks.
Now, each path in T is denoted by a flow of one unit from the source s to the 
destination t . According to the way we construct N M , it is in the form 
ex@ p x@e2@ p 2@e3, where exe E x, e2 e Es , e3 e E2, p x and p 2 are possibly 
null path. p x is a path consisting of edges in E3, and thus it corresponds to a 
navigation path obtained by continually clicking the back button. Similarly, p 2 is a 
path consisting o f edges in E4 and thus it corresponds to a navigation path specified 
in the test specification M .
Since the computed maxflow has minimum-cost, ( V , E y j E +) is symmetric implies 
that | £"|<| E + |.
It is straightforward that NM can be constructed from GM in 0(\ V |<| E  |) time. 
According to [9, 11], the maximum-flow and minimum-cost network flow problem 
can be resolved in 0(\ V'\2<\ E 'f  log | V'\) time. Since | V'\ and | E'\ are o f linear 
order of | V | and | E  | respectively, the time complexity of our present algorithm for 
step 1.1) is < 9 |F |2| £ | 3 lo g |F |.
5.3 FINDING A TOUR
We have shown how to derive a symmetric digraph from GM using network flow 
algorithm. An Euler tour can be easily obtained from this symmetric digraph using 
traditional algorithm. However, this will not yield a tour where the back button is 
properly used.
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FIGURE 5. 3. 1 AN EXAMPLE OF G.
In Figure 5.3.1, edges with solid arrows represent transitions specified in FSM M x 
and the edge with dashed arrow represents the transition triggered by clicking the 
back button. It is obvious that this digraph G is symmetric and strongly connected 
and thus an Euler tour exists. However, not in any Euler tour in G , the back button is 
properly used. For example,
t = Oo, Vj, *, / y { )(v,, v2, x2 / y 2 )(v2, v0, x3 / y 3 )(v0, v,, back / y t )(Vj, v0, x4 / y 3) 
is an Euler tour in G . When the back button is clicked, instead of client page 
cp\ (represented by v ,), client page cp2 (represented by v2) will be returned. This 
is due to the wrong order of those edges representing the transitions by the back action 
in the tour. In order to use the back button properly, edge (v,,v0,x4 / y 3) should be 
traversed right before edge(vQ,vv back / y}) .
In the following, we explain our modifications on the traditional algorithm for 
constructing Euler tour so that the back button is properly used.
Suppose that function /  is the solution to the maximum-flow and minimum-cost 
flow problem of the constructed N M. Let F = {yv ...,yr} be the set of paths derived 
from /  such that for any 1 < i < r ,  yt carries exactly one unit o f flow. According 
to the way we construct N M. we have that y j = e)p)e2p 2e], where e) e £ , ,  ef e E5, 
e) e  E2 , p) and p]  contain edges only in E3 and £ 4 respectively. Let 
Q1 = {p \ , p \ , —,p)} and Q2 = {p \,p \,.. .,p \}  for some integer / and h . Note that 
for any p) e  G 1, p) is not a null path. Similarly, any p f e  Q 2 is not a null path. 
For each p) e Q 1, let p'(co',co2){co2,co2) . . . ^ ,a>-+' ) , where k = \ p ) \ .  We use 
9(a>l) to denote the vertex corresponding to coj in V o f GM. A  selfloop path
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induced by p) is defined as a) -  (0(a>*+l),0(co*),xk / y k)...(0(ct)?),0(a>},x1 / y {) 
which is called a forward path; and
erf = (0(col),d(a>f),back/y2)...(d(cof ) ,d(vf+i) ,back/yk+l) which is called a
backward path. Here, Xj denotes the input symbol that contains a hyperlink and the 
search parameters associated with the client page cp} and y 3 denotes the output 
characteristics o f client page c p j .
Given test specification M , and Q 1 and Q2 constructed from GM -  (V, E ) , the 
digraph G* =(V*,E*)  is initially defined as follows:
• V* = {v* | vt e  V} ;
• E* = E* u £ 2' u  E*3, where
- El = {(vl,v[,labeler,)) \ 3p) e C2\vj = start/of)}.
The self-loop edges are introduced here to guarantee the proper execution of 
the back button.
- E*2 -  {(v*,v*,x/y )  13e = (vx,v2, x / y )  e E  s.t. e<£a) for any p) e Q1 
where a)  is the forward path of p)  }. E\  is a subset of edges in E  of 
Gm such that it only includes those edges not contained in the forward path of 
the selfloop path induced by p e C f  for 1 < / < /.
- El = {(v* ,v*2,label(pf)) \ p f  e G 2, v, e V corresponds to start/p]), v, e V 
corresponds to end(pf )} .
Recall that each p f  s  Q2 contains edges only in E4 and each edge in E4 
corresponds to an edge in E  of GM. So each p f  corresponds to a path in 
Gm (also denoted by p f ).
With the above defined G’ , we remove the isolated vertices from V*. If there are 
more than one disconnected component, select a vertex from each disconnected one. 
Since GM is strongly connected, we can add a tour to connect all these selected 
vertices. Note that the problem of finding a tour connecting all disconnected 
components with minimal-length is NP-hard. Here, we just simply find any tour that
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can connect these components to reduce the complexity o f the proposed algorithm.
Lemma 2 Let M  = (S,s0, X, Y , S , A)  be a given test specification o f a web 
application. Suppose M  is minimal and its graph representation GM -  (V, E)  is 
strongly connected. Let NM be the network constructed from GM and /  the 
solution to the maximum-flow and minimum-cost network flow problem on N M. Let 
G* be the digraph defined above. Then G* is symmetric and strongly connected.
Proof: According to Lemma 1, the feasible maximum flow determined by /  is equal 
to X,,.,,. capacity{e) and XL,, capacity(e) . That is, /  determines a set of
additional paths such that adding the edges of these additional paths to GM, the 
resulting graph G' will be symmetric. For each additional path found by / ,  when 
the back button is used, we form a navigation path denoted by a selfloop path induced 
by this additional path, to guarantee the proper execution o f the back button. This 
process will not change the symmetry o f each vertex since for every internal vertex v 
on this selfloop path, we remove an edge entering v and an edge leaving v at the 
same time. Furthermore, adding a tour to connect vertices selected from each 
disconnected component will not change the symmetry o f each vertex either. 
Therefore, G* is symmetric.
From graph theory, we know that if a graph is connected and symmetric, then it is 
strongly connected. According to our definition, G* has one component, i.e. it is 
connected. So G* is strongly connected since we have proved that G* is 
symmetric.
With the solution /  to the maximum-flow and minimum-cost network flow problem 
on N m , G* can clearly be constructed in 0(\ V \ + \E\)  time.
Since G* is symmetric and strongly connected, we can find an Euler tour t ' inG*. 
Then, we can derive t  from t ' by changing each edge that represents a self-loop 
path with that path itself. According to Lemma 2 and the way we define t  , it is
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straightforward that z  contains each transition in M  at least once and the use of 
the back button in it is proper.
Theorem 2 Let M  = (S,s0, X,Y , 8 ,X)  be a given test specification o f  a web 
application. Suppose M  is minimal and its graph representation GM = (V,E) is 
strongly connected. Let z be the path obtained by our proposed method.
A. z  contains each transition in M  at least once.
B. The back button is properly used in z .
According to Theorem 2, the input/output sequence of r  is the desired test sequence.
A complete specification of the cheap Airfares Search Engine application in Example 
1 consists o f 25 states and 118 transitions. With this specification, the test sequence 
generated by our method is o f length 162 while the one generated by T-method is of 
236. The saving is 31%.
6. METHOD EVALUATION
We have conducted experiments to evaluate the performance o f our proposed method 
in terms of the savings we gain on the test sequence length. This is in comparison to 
the direct application of T-method on test sequence generation. All experiments are 
performed on a PC with 2.80 GHz CPU. Both methods are implemented in Java and 
run under Java Runtime Environment 1.6.0 with 256 Megabytes maximum memory 
assigned for Java Virtual Machine.
We compare the performance o f the two methods according to the following factors of 
digraphs GM:
• the number of edges in Gu  (denoted by q ), also called the size of Gu ;
• the diameter o f GM (denoted by d  ), i.e., the greatest value in the 
set {dis\an.ce(yi,vj ) | v,.,v;. e V) , where dist&nce(v/5 v7) is the length o f a 
shortest path from v, to v] .
• the total unsymmetrical degrees of GM denoted by u . That is,
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m = ^ reK.(degoW(v ) - d eg,„(v)) , where V is the set o f those vertices in 
V whose out-degrees are greater than their in-degrees.
6.1 SIZE OF g m
In this subsection, we analyze how the change of the size of GM affects the lengths 
of the generated test sequences for both methods. Let the number of vertices in GM 
be 100 and let d  = 35, and u = 20. We increase the value of size q . For each 
combination of these values, we have randomly selected 100 instances and calculated 
the average length of the generated test sequences. The result is shown in Figure 
6 . 1. 1.
 + -Our method
- ( •—Traditional method
Size
FIGURE 6. 1. 1 AN ILLUSTRATION OF THE CHANGES OF THE LENGTHES 
OF THE TEST SEQUENCES ACCORDING TO THE INCREASE OF THE SIZE
OF Gm
According to this figure, we have the following observations:
O .l.l Our method considerably reduces the lengths of the test sequences compared to 
T-method, leading to 36%-42% of savings;
0.1.2 With the increase o f the size ofGM, the increasing rate o f the lengths of the 
generated test sequences according to our method is similar to that of T-method.
The idea of both o f the methods is the same: first, find some additional paths and add
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their edges to Gu  to obtain a symmetric augmentation of Gu ; and then find an Euler 
tour in the resulting symmetric graph. Consequently, the length o f the generated test 
sequence depends on the length of each additional path found in the first step. Since 
our method can reduce the lengths of the additional paths by making use o f the back 
button, it is straightforward that the lengths of the generated test sequences by our 
method are shorter than those generated by T-method. This conforms to our 
observation 0.1.1.
When the diameter and the total asymmetric degree of GM are fixed, as T-method 
and our method work in a similar way, the lengths of the generated test sequences are 
mainly determined by two factors: i) the number of edges to be traversed; and ii) the 
number of augmented edges. The latter is in turn determined by the lengths of the 
additional paths since the total number of additional paths is fixed for all the randomly 
generated GM. With the increase of the size of GM, the number of edges increases. As 
a consequence, the corresponding path o f a desired test sequence needs to traverse 
more edges, yielding longer test sequences in general for both methods. Furthermore, 
the increasing rates of the lengths of the generated test sequences for both methods are 
similar (see 0.1.2). This is because the increase of the size of GM affects the lengths 
of the additional paths in a similar way for the case with the use o f the back button 
and the case without the use of the back button.
6.2 DIAMETER OF g m
Now we analyze how the increase of the diameter of GM affects the length of the 
generated test sequence for both methods. Let the number o f vertices in Gu  be 50, 
and let q - 1 5 ,  and . u = 15. We increase the value of diameter d . Again, for each 
combination of these values, we have randomly selected 100 instances and calculated 
the average length of the generated test sequences. The experimental results are 
shown in Figure 6.2.1.1.
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FIGURE 6.2.  1 AN ILLUSTRATION OF THE CHANGES OF THE LENGTHES 
OF THE TEST SEQUENCES ACCORDING TO THE INCREASE OF THE
DIAMETER OF Gm
According to this figure, we have the following observations:
0.2.1 Our method considerably reduces the lengths of the test sequences compared to 
T-method, leading to 42%-68% of savings;
0.2.2 With the increase of the diameter of GM, the increasing rate of the lengths of 
test sequences generated by T-method is higher than that of ours.
Observation 0.2.1 conforms to our similar analysis as for 0.1.1.
When the size and the total asymmetric degrees of GM are fixed, as T-method and 
our method work in a similar way, the lengths of the generated test sequences are 
determined mainly by the lengths of the additional paths. By the definition of the 
diameter of GM, the value of the diameter is directly related to the lengths of the 
shortest paths between vertices when only edges in GM are considered, and thus it is 
related to the lengths of the additional paths. Consequently, with the increase of the 
diameter, the lengths of the additional paths will increase according to T-method 
where only edges in GM are considered to generate additional paths. It follows that 
the lengths of generated test sequences increase significantly. On the other hand, our 
proposed method makes use o f the back button when generating the additional paths. 
When the diameter is increased, the lengths o f the additional paths are less likely to 
change because the back action provides us with the opportunity o f using shorter
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additional paths. Thus, the lengths of test sequences generated by our proposed 
method remain more or less unchanged. This is demonstrated in Figure 6.
Now we analyze how the change of the total asymmetric degrees of GM affects the 
length of the generated test sequence for both methods. Let the number of vertices in 
Gm be 50, and le tq = 75, and d  = 28. We increase the value o f total asymmetric 
degrees u . Again, for each combination of these values, we have randomly selected 
100 instances and calculated the average length of the generated test sequences. Our 
experimental results are reported in Figure 6.3.1.1.
FIGURE 6. 3. IAN ILLUSTRATION OF THE CHANGES OF THE LENGTHES 
OF THE TEST SEQUENCES ACCORDING TO THE INCREASE OF THE
DEGREES OF Gu
According to this figure, we have the following observations:
0.3.1 Our method considerably reduces the lengths of the test sequences compared to 
T-method, leading to 29%-63% of savings;
0.3.2 With the increase o f the total asymmetric degrees o fGM, the increasing rate of 
the lengths of the test sequences generated by T-method is higher than that of ours.
Again, 0.3.1 conforms to our similar analysis as for 0.1.1.
6.3 TOTAL UNSYMMETRIC DEGREES OF g m
q — Our method ; 
i  i * Traditional method;
<o A <4 N\  N<b Jp 4  n«5 <j> /$>
Total unsymmetric degrees
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When the size and the diameter of GM are fixed, as T-method and our method work 
in a similar way, the lengths of the generated test sequences are determined by the 
number of additional paths. With the increase of the total asymmetric degrees, the 
number o f the needed additional paths will increase. Therefore, the lengths of the 
generated test sequences tend to increase with both methods. Again, since our method 
considers the back action, the additional paths are very often much shorter than those 
in T-method. It follows that when the number of additional paths are increased, the 
increasing rate of the lengths of the test sequences generated by T-method is higher 
than that of ours. This is demonstrated in Figure 6.3.1 as observation 0.3.2.
7. RELATED WORKS
There are various types o f generic testing techniques explored in the past. According 
to the testing methodology, there are white-box testing, black-box testing etc. Most of 
them can be used for testing web applications with proper adaptation. Some general 
discussions can be found in [18].
For white-box testing, a typical approach is to conduct data flow analysis on the 
source code of the server pages and generate proper test suites satisfying certain test 
selection criterion. A comprehensive survey on various test selection criteria on data 
flow testing proposed in the literature can be found in [31], and how to apply data 
flow analysis to testing web applications is discussed in [17].
Along the black-box testing approach, no information about the source code o f the 
server pages is available: all what we can do with the implementation is to execute it. 
Depending on whether the expected behavior is available or not, different research 
directions have been taken.
When the expected behavior is unknown, we can first retrieve the design or test cases 
from the implementation via reverse engineering techniques. In Ricca and Tonella’s 
approach [21, 25] and Benedikt, Freire, and Godefroid’s approach [4], auxiliary 
testing tools called Re Web and VeriWeb have been developed respectively to navigate 
automatically through web applications. Re Web is applied on the implementation to 
gather the client pages of the web application under test so that the navigation relation
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among these client pages is derived and represented by a UML model. Based on this 
model, another tool called TestWeb can then used to these generated client pages by 
checking whether their response to different input data are as expected. VeriWeb is 
designed to explore client pages while performing testing at the same time. The 
derived test cases are then reused for regression testing.
When the expected behavior o f a web application is available in terms of FSMs, our 
major task is to generate a test sequence from it. Due to the problem of limited 
resource to carry out software testing, much of our effort has been put on reducing the 
length of the generated test sequence. This can be accomplished in two ways: one is to 
divide-and-conquer, and another is to search for optimal solution for the 
minimal-length test sequence. Discussion on the former issue can be found in [3], 
where the authors proposed a hierarchical approach to model and test potentially large 
web applications. Our approach to checking of the correct navigational behavior of a 
web application falls into the latter category.
O f course, the specification of the expected behavior of a web application is not 
restricted to FSMs: it can take any format according to various test purposes. Chang 
and Flon [5] proposed a mechanism to generate test suit based on statistical usage 
model of the web applications for link validation. An agent-based framework to 
automatically generated and coordinate test agents proposed by Qi, Kung, and Wong
[24] is based on Belief-Desire-Intention model. Lee and Offutt [16, 30] used mutation 
testing techniques to generate test cases from XML-based documents.
Most of the test procedure can be carried out either on the server side or on the client 
side. For the latter, there must be a web browser involved. A web browser introduces 
additional user interface such as the back and forward  buttons, the URL address bar. 
This interface brings out additional difficulties in formal verification and testing [7] 
because it complicates the original model of the web applications. At the same time, 
we have shown in this thesis, that this new feature can also be well used to achieve 
better solution towards test sequence reduction.
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8. CONCLUDING REMARKS
Web technologies have posed new challenges in our continued endeavor for further 
exploring effective and efficient testing techniques. For web applications, the user's 
interface comes not only from the one provided by the web applications themselves, 
but also from that of the web browsers. Making use of this feature, we have proposed 
a method for test sequence generation specially tailored for testing web applications.
The optimization problem of finding a minimal-length test sequence whose
corresponding path traverses each transition in a given FSM M  at least once is 
traditionally reduced to CPP on GM. In the literature, the time complexity of the most 
efficient algorithms for CPP is 0(\ V f \ E f  l og |F | ) .  With our proposed method, this 
time complexity remains the same, while our experimental result shows significant 
reduction in the length of the generated test sequences.
Some web browsers, such as Internet Explorer, now provide enhanced history 
browsing function where any client page whose URL is currently stored in the history 
stack can be selected to visit. It remains interesting to study on how to use this 
enhanced function to further reduce the test sequence length.
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